JOB NAME:

KTM Racing - BlueOrange Design

STYLE PACK SHEET:

1/2

SO NUMBER:

SOG1520

ARTWORK CREATED:

12/07/17

BASE PATTERN CODE:

PM2411

ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS:
NECK TAPE:
SPLIT HEM TAPE:
SLEEVE BINDING:
HEM BINDING:
SHOULDER COVER STITCH:
SIDE COVER STITCH:
CUSTOM LABEL:

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

LABELS

WASH CARE

BRAND

TYPE

In-house

-

LOCATION

Side

-

FRONT

JONES

BACK

*NB. Above mock-up is a guide representation only.*

SUBLIMATION EMBELLISHMENT & LOCATION
BOTH SLEEVES

FRONT

Measurements given for size 2XL (wxh). Allowed tolerance of 5%
BACK

BACK

127mm(w) x 100mm(h)

179mm(w) x 38mm(h)

-

-

424mm(w) x 101mm(h) [text area]

300mm(w) x 300mm(h)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

PM_114_ISSUE2

JOB NAME:

KTM Racing - BlueOrange Design

STYLE PACK SHEET:

2/2

SO NUMBER:

SOG1520

ARTWORK CREATED:

12/07/17

SUBLIMATION DESIGN
MASTER FILE:
SIZING METHOD OF
DESIGN FOR GARMENTS:

SOG1520_KTM_BlueOrange_PM2411_2XL_2.ai
Above named design file can be supplied upon request.

Design is scaled up/down by approx. 3% between sizes to keep overall apprearance of garment the same.
If sponsors/logos are required to remain a specific size & position across the full size range it must be
stated upon placement of order.

*NB. Aligning design aspects over seams is not possible.*

GARMENT COLOURS:

Garments will be produced to supplied artworks CMYK colour values unless specified to be matched.
If colour matching is required we will require a physical sample or a pantone colour reference to match to.
This may incur an additional charge and can effect lead times.

COLOURS USED:

100/100/0/50

0/70/100/0

100/0/0/25

-

-

-

PERSONALISATIONS
FILE REFERENCE:
n/a

Ensure above reference is most up to date version.

PERSONALISATIONS:

NUMBERS

NAMES

TYPE FACE (if known):

n/a

n/a

NUMBERS 1 - 10:

in type face stated above.

LETTERS (AaBbCc):

in type face stated above.

APPROVAL:

*Garment personalisation will be reproduced in upper and lower
case as per supplied information unless specifed otherwise.*

CONTENTS: Every effort has been made to ensure the content of this proof is correct, however it is the
customers’ responsibility to read the proof for errors, omissions or spelling mistakes and inform us of any
changes required in advance of production.
When this document has been approved, further amendments or changes may not be possible if the production
process has begun. Requests for amendments after production has started will incur an additional charge.
COLOUR: This proof is intended to indicate the content of the job and is created using the most appropriate
colour seperations to show content. It is not, therefore, representative of the actual colours that will be used in
the printing process.
We recommend reference to a printed sample where colour accuracy is critical.

NOTES:

-

PM_114_ISSUE2

